
The Journey Across London – 2nd 

Slowly walking along the busy high street as the morning light stroked the trees and glistened 
on the damp leaves, a little girl was clutching tightly to her big blue balloon. Suddenly a gush of 
raging wind came out of nowhere sweeping the balloon out of the small girl’s fingers. 
Frantically, she chased the balloon but it only flew higher and higher until she lost sight of it 
among the varying cotton wool clouds in the infinite dazzling blue sky. She cried inconsolably 
but the balloon was free.  

Gliding carefree through the air, feeling as if he were a bird, the balloon looked down and saw 
the colossal bustling city of London. Instantly, he heard a vast range of sounds as joyful children 
shouted in delight whilst playing their games. Cars zoomed past as fast as lightning on the 
roads that circled and split the city like strings of spaghetti. Modern glass hotels and 
dilapidated metal factories were scattered everywhere throughout London.  

“There are so many imposing buildings and countless houses. There isn’t any nature here. I 
want to smell the fresh air, not all these toxic fumes,” explained the balloon to himself. He felt 
hopeful about where the wind would carry him. He drifted for hours feeling optimistic and 
enjoying the views of the rooftops until he saw the meadows.  

“Look at all these lush green pastures and colourful bright flowers,” happily sighed the balloon. 

 He floated over some rolling hills and down into a verdant valley arriving at a trimmed and tidy 
garden as the last rays of sun painted the hills. In the moonlight he bounced along the 
manicured lawn bordered symmetrically with pretty flowers and tropical plants barely visible 
now in the darkness of the night. The first stars lit up the sky as he floated past a pond that was 
a huge blanket of shimmering silver.  

“What beautiful rose bushes there are, I want to smell their lovely scent” thought the balloon. 

 Suddenly, he realised how many thorns they had. Hurriedly, he desperately struggled against 
the wind’s strong current trying to get away from their menacing spikes of death. But it was too 
late. There was a pop, bang, hisssss…. The balloon fell to the ground deflated and absolutely 
motionless, only left with his memories of his freedom from the time he was up above. 
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